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FOREWORD
Despite the "unprecedented flourishing
of the arts in America today, arts pro-
grams in the nation's schools have not
experienced a corresponding expansion
In fact, with nationwide public attention
focused en such problems as declining
enrollment, vandalism, low test scores,
and spiraling inflation, budgetary
priorities are dictating the reduction of
school arts programs. In some school
districts, arts programs are being elimi-
nated entirely.

We believe that school arts programs
are basic to individual development and
a sound education. Further, we believe
that the arts should be used to stimulate
learning and self-expression, and recog-
nized as valid ways to learn. If school
arts programs are to continue and
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expand, they require the support of
educators, school board members, par-
ents, artists, arts administrators, stu-
dents, community leaders, legislators,
and government agencies.

The Arts, Education, and Americans,
Inc. (AEA) has established a National
Advocacy Program for Arts inEducation
addressed to these groups of individual
advocates. AEA is a national organiza-
tion formed in 1977 iollowing the publi-
cation of Coming To Our Senses, the Re-
port of the National Panel on The Arts,
Education, and Americans, David Rocke-
feller, Jr., Chairman

The AEA Advocacy Program, which
encourages the cooperative action of
these groups to ensure local le...el sup-
port for school arts programs, includes
a public awareness campaign and con-
sumer information service. The service
provides Advocacy Program enrollees
with a variety of arts in education infor-
mation-the AEA newsletter, access to
the AEA speaker referral service, infor-

ma! :lnsultation, and monographs that
address pertinent arts in education
issues and topics,

This monograph, part of an ongoing
series, speaks to one or more of the
aforementioned school arts support
groups. While we recognize that few
monographs will speak directly to
everyone, we attempt in each to address
a variety of individuals. We hope
this monograph will prove helpful to
you in your support of arts in educa-
tion. If you are not yet enrolled in the
AEA National Advocacy Program and
would like to do so, write to:

The Arts, Education, and Americans, Inc.
Box 5297, Grand Central Station
New York. New York 10163

National Avivorac). Program for Arts in
Education and, as part of that prot.ram,
the ongoing monograph series. the
National F.ridou mint for the Arts, the
Charles Stei. art Mott ioundation, the
Ford Four.da (ion, and the Alvoa
Foundation.
AEA's Board or Directors and Ad% aced.

Advisor:. Group provided insight on
the Shaping of the Advocacy Program.
and the Ad% isory Group in particular
spent many hours reviewing monograph
outlines and drafts.
The Advocacy Program is coordinated

by Educational Facilities Laboreones, a
division of the Academy for Educational
Development. AED Senior Vice Presi-
dent and EFL Division Director Alan C
Green series as Protect Administrator
EFL's NancvNoricon Ambler is Project
Director;ind editor of the monograph
series, EFL's Barbara R. Strong, Protect
Assistant. s editorial and photo re-
searcher for the series. Jill Bogard,
AEA Program Intormation Specialist,
assisted with editorial research for
this monograph
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The "fundamentals" of education

Not tong .14o tseople in arts education
circles i% ere talking wistfully about %..ays
cat 1%-ith the s.-htol grogram
to get "more art" and "mole e:,tisic"
into the cumin :him. The operatic e
words-these days, however. are consider-
ably more substantial 3nti all-elbracing

Increasingly one finds arts education
leaders speakingand writing about
"comprehensive arts programs" and
referring re the arts as "a ba corn-
ponentof the curriculum, dese:,ing
parity with all other i;lements They
speak of the. "centrality pf the arts
to the IC:12 educational experience "
"The arts," they assert, "are funda-
mental to the ent:,:e learning process."
The reasons they advance to justify

such statements embrace an extraor-
dinary number ot educational goals and
objectives. in fact, it often seems.as
though the arts are i.v.-escnbed as a cure-
all or virtuaily anything that ails our

It seems to me that upon gradtation from
high school a young person should know
what music and art and theatre are, and
how they are created. He should be acquaint-
ed with the diversity of art: old and new,
familiar and exotic, simple and complex.
He should have a feel for the way dancers

fpork and for languages that do not use
words. He should have mental habits recepa
tie to the use of symbols and metaphor.
He should be prepared to dray: upon the
arts for pleasure, for knowledge of how
men and women think and feel and behave,
and for intora iatior. about the range ot
possibilities open to h.m as a human being.

Rariiivri Bloom, Drrec tor Emoitte, 11)1:J r4 Agri
Ant tot teitoiattut PriNfafPf

schools or stunts the personal gru,% th
of their students.
At the same time. few educators

%% wild deny that there is genuine,
obsen able substance behiad mu. h ot
the current "arts are tundamental
rhetoric. The stated goals tor students
are not mere!. oishtul thinking.The
achie% ements are real. and the% happen
all the time They are being dot.uniented

424 daily m a host of different %%..1% ti
in a considerable number of
s sterns around the country lit such
places, '.ot. can find seasoned school
administrators, experienced teachers.
and once skeptic.1 parents eager to
testify to the fundamental place ot
the arts in students' lives.
Much has been written in justitication

of school arts programs, and it may
seem pretentious to attempt, in this
limited space, to further refine the
many stated cases. In this monograph.
however, we will dissect. distill, and
restato*Me of the familiar educational
goals and objectives for the arts, in an
attempt to clarify the principal rationales

for arts in the schools. In so doing,
%%e hope to assist arts educatiosi ad% o-
cates identity more precise!. w hat about
the arts is ot such fundan.ental impor-
tance that it would be unthinkable
to deny students access to them at any
level or the educational continuum.
To begin with, let's examim briefly

what is meant when people sad that
some elements of schooling are "fun-
damental" to the eciucahxe process.
In other words. what elements are ot
such value to the truly educated person
that they are ind,spensable and cannot.
theretore, be eliminated froM respon-
sible school programs without serious
tunctional deprivation in adulthood.
Presumably, such elements should be
capable of being organized into a
curriculum and taught as a regular
part ot the elementary classroom pro-
gram. At the secondary level, they
should appear as a required area'ot
study, not an elective option. Extra-
curricular experiences ought to bear

The humanities oclued be expendable only
if human beings didn't have to make deci-
sions that affect their lives and the lives of
others, it the human past net er existed or
had nothing to tell us about the present; It
'bought procoses were irrelevant to the
t.hiei trlent of purpose: it creativity 1**35
beyond the human mind and had nothing
le do with the iob of living; if human
iel.itionships irere random aspects ot life; if

ivhuman beings never had to cope with panic
or pain, or if they nee er had to anticipate
the onnection between cause and effect; if
all the mysteries of mind and nature were
Cully plumbed, and if no special demands
arose from the accident ot being born a
human being instead of a hen or a hog.

Vorstran Cousrsts'
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some ot the teaching and learning
responsibilit,, too, enriching and ettend:
mg for the most interested students
what is prescrrbed in the forma'
curriculum.

We are not concerned here will'
those elements of schooling to which
it is "rue" for students to be exposed,
or that the home and community insti-
tutions can provide more effectively -
asAtming that 4.7 youngsters have equal
access to them Rather. we are talking
about skills, attitudes, processes, sensi-
tn ities, interes`s, and appreciations we
deem of cardinal importance to the devel-
opment of educated human beings fully
functioning in today's world. Ultimately,
of course, it is difficult to talk in these
terms without confronting the goals
and purposes of education in general.
John Goodlad, director of the CCLA

Graduate School of Education, points
out in his book. What Schools Are
For, that educational goals fall into
four broad categories: academic, voca-
tional, social and civic, and "the goal
of personal fulfillment, which is a fairly
recent development. ";



it is'interesting, indeed, to observe
how often. within their detinit :ons
of education, eminent writers in the
field now include goal statements con
cerned with personal growth and devel-
opment, and aspects of learning that
fall most properly within the domain
of the humanities.
The same general emphasis on human-

istic goals also permeates goal state-
ments produced by committee, e.g..
state and local boards of education,
curriculum planning bodies, and a Post
of educational commissions and task
forces. The work of such groups formed
the basis of an analysis of goals for
schooling undertaken by Good lad and
his colleagues at the research office
of the Institute for the Development
of Educational Activities (I/DE:AO as
part of its landmark protect. A Study
cif Schooling in the United States. Goodlad
states:

COALS FORSCHOOUNG IN THE ti KITED
STATES'

(as analyzed by Goodlad et al.)

'I Mastery ofbaste skills or fundamental
processes verbal and mathematical :iter-
acy: the 3R's; acquiring ideas and com-
municating them; etc.

2 Career education' cyca tumid i'dircatton

3 Intellectual development abi ity to think
rationally and logically: make critical
judgments: urilize past knowledge and
new information; develop problem-
solving skills; etc.

4 Emilio/whom awareness of one's cul-
tural and historical heritage, literary,
aesthetic, and scientific traditions; dif-
fering group norms and values. ete.

3 Interpersonal relation;. cross-cultural
and intergroup understanding, family
functions, communicating etteetively in
'roups: forming satisfying relationships
with others; social behavior: etc.

MMEM.MM

From apprommatek lOO such goals. we
ultimate4 defined t2 that seemed to
constitute a reasonably discrete list with -'
a minimum ot repetition Broadly rep
resentative ot interests. the 12 goals con-_ -
sotute a sociopolitical expression ot external
expectations to «I-loch school personnel
presumably pa% some attention and for
which they might expect to be held
accountable 4

Grouped under each heading were
seven to ten subdivisions that offered
a variety ot perspectives on each of
the mayor headings. Because they bear
directly on our concerns here. we list
the 12 mayor headings and. where
necessary. summartze the content of
the subheadings.

b Autonom.y.de% eloping personal goals.
positive attitude toward learning, coping
with change and unforeseen demands:
risk-taking; assuming responsibility for
one's own needs: etc.

Cit.zerigup. knowledge of governmom t
processes, community participation. pre-
paring for citizen involvement in politi-
cal and social life of the country; etc.

8 Creativity and aesthetic ties ceptiois. self-
motivation, flexibility; ability to create
and appreciate creations of others, de-
velop perceptual skills; communicate
through creative work; sensitivity to
problems. tolerance for new ideas; etc

9 Self-concept. search tor meaning in
one's activities, self-confidence, ability
to live with one's limitations and
strengths, positive attitude toward one's
physical appearance; etc.

10 Emotional and physical leellberig:
pa riding one's affective sensitivity: skills
foe continuous adjustment-and emotion-
al stability, empathy for fellow human

7

... teaching sounds like a dreary thing for a
work ot art to do, but it isn'tand it's be-
cause it isn't that we don't at a tirst or
second or third glance perceive it to be
teaching at all.

Brettelato ", The \ . r & , ' '

beings. use of leisure time, physical '
fitness. expressioR of emotion in treat=
ive acts; etc.

I mono and ethical chasacter: moral in-
tegrity. necessity for moral conduct; com-
mitment to truth and values: lodging
phenomena and events as good or evil:
,aeveloping personal value systems, etc.

12 Self reall:Ntion: tulfillment; efforts to
develop oneself to the Fullest and there-
by zontribute to the de: elopment of a
better society, etc."

Several things strike one about these .

goais. art amalgam they represents what
a dumber of thoughtturpeople inside
the schools and out belies e the nation's
schools addressing through
tLeirrograms. activities. and process:
es.

It is intriguing to-note how many goals
on this list are concerned directly with
nonacademic matters involving social
and personal growth As Goodlad points
out. such goals foster -the development



ot a compassionate understanding ot
humankind, the ability to solve unfamil-
iar problems .. . to establish appropriate
relationships ... and to achieve person-
al goals," most ot which are casually on
inadequately attended to, both in our
schools and in the larger society.
Most striking, however. is the extraor-

dinary number of goals which seem
uniquely susceptible to the kinds of
teaching and learning that Fail it 'thin
the domain of the visual and perform-
ing arts, orlo which the arts have an
enormous potential for contributing
or illuminating. Indeed, many arts edu-
cation advocates would probably assert
that virtually all of these goals could be
addressed in some maringr by the arts.
Certainly, aspecisof many of these goals,

under favorable circumstances, can be
served by a first-rate, comprehensive
arts program. The question is.which
ones, and to what extent? Is it realistic
to expect school districts to try to make
thearts do everything? Are the arts truly
fundamental to the entire learning pro-
cess, or to just some parts of it?

Indeed, except for the handful of students
who become professional artists after a
grounding in the public school, the bene-
fits of teaching art to the youngill consist
mainly in the pleasure that comes of being
.able to see and hear works of art more
sharply and subtly, and compare notes with
other people similarly inchned. Theculti-
vation of the arts is a social as we'l as an
individual enterprise, which is a second
reason why its beginnings, however diffi-
cult to teach, properlybelong among the
teaching duties of the school

Jacques Bar-on'

Advocates mar have to come to grips
with the larger issue, e.g , it haf they
believe to be the essential goals and
purposes of education as a t% hole, be-
tore they can determine huts tundamen-
tal the arts are, or should be, to any
given aspect ot education

A look at some existing rationales

Let's look bne fly at some of the reasons
and purposes others have advanced on
behalf of the centrality of the arts to
education. In the process, let's see how
well these reasons actu Of stand up
against a kind of "fundamentals" litmus
test. Our intent is not to provide a final
verdict on the fundamental nature of
each rationale, but to help readers clear
away some of the rhetorical vnderorush
and clarify, for themselves, the issues
involved.

In their zeal to strip away the rhetoric
and refine the cure-all element in arts
education to a mother lode of meaning,
some educators nave arrived at a'single
overriding purpose for school arts pro-
grams. Consider. for example, the state-
ment of Jacques Barzun, tormer provost.
ot Columbia University, who has chided
arts educators for "getting drunk on
hope and verbiage." Passing his own
sobriety test, Barzun states bluntly:

There do not have to be 18 reasons to lustily
art :n the school. One is enough Let it be
put this way: 'Art is an important part of
our culture. It corresponds to a deep inttinct
in man; hence it is enjoyable. We therefore
teach its rudiments.'

Overlooking the possibility that not all
deep human instincts are necessarily

8

The link between the arts and cognition
strengthens the counter-chuou that arts
education can be justified...
in terms of its varied, intrinsic, inter-
nal merits as an integral and integrated part
of the curriculum.

Frank S. Kessel, .-L.Aniase Protr2.ror .0 P,4,1arlerglo,
Umerstu of Idonttson.

..t
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enjoyable and the fact that an enjoyment
quotient is not necessarily a reason for .
teaching a subject, it-is perhaps an injus-
tice to quote Barzun out of context. We
therefore provide, in an adjacent column,
more of his supporting argument. The
central question is, however, does he
have a point here? Does his argument -

dignify the field in its simplicity and
serve to make a more reasonable case
to the unconvinced? Or does it trivialize
the contributions of the arts by ignoring
their broader educational potential?
Others, including Vincent Lanier. pro-

fessor of art at the University of Oregon,
have also spoken out against a multi-
purpose rationale. In Lanier's view, "The
proper single purpose of art education
should be aesthetic literacy . .. the en-
hancement of the pupil's aesthetic po-
tential in visual experience." 1° The case
for aesthetic literacy is certainly a strong
and highly persuasiveTille and we will
return to it later. Our concern here is
whether it can stand as the sole justi-
fication for school arts programs.

lo -



Now listen to John Coe, chief printery
.advisor toithe County of Oxfordshire{.
.England. Discussing a recently complae-
ed survey of Great Britaints primary
.education Coe says that one of the
most important findings has to do with
the basic skills. He reports:

There's absolutely nosign that an increased
attention to the arts, or to the emotional and
social aspects of the child's gro ih, in any
way inhibits the development of sound Vasic
skills. Yery much the reverse seems to be
true. The survey found that basic skills were
highest where,the curriculum was widest
If the basic 510115 are imbedded in a web of
direct experience on the part of the child
that "gages the many facets of hisperson-
alit, and being. thenthe basic skills grow

ost strongly,"

From this one.might assume that, for
Coe, the fundamental reason` or having
a strong program in the arts would be
their effect on basic skill development.

The academic skills are essential. but in-
complete fora quality life unless supported
with that skill fundamental to all learning
the ability to create. The arts involve ele-
ments of selfdiscovery which are vital to
the learning process and to.personal fulfill.
meat. MI the skills, the acadoernic, the cre-
ative, and the expressive are more success-
fully integrated within the individual if .hey
arelinIcee in the teaching-learning process.

Elemarnor P. Ebersole, President us She eliscxraitoo for
Siommisors gut, Curriculum Development':
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Nonetheless, he he goes on to say.

My friends and I believe that the natural
creativity in all dour children is a great
force for education. Our children's natural
impulse to create a shape ler their %rit& to
con% ey %. hat they feel about It ma force that
we use time and time again in our schools.
Therefore. the work in the arts.and crafts.
the work with materials, is not seen merely
as an extra to be enjoyed after the main work
of the day is done; wesee the day and the
learning experiences of the chtldreros a
wholeness. 1/

One can hardly find a more compel-
ling statement supporting the creative
function of the arts in children's lives,
and from a seasoned school administra-
tor at that. Clearly, Coe places a value
on the arts that one suspects he would
term "fundamehtal," and he does so for
at least two quite different reasons from
those offered by Barzun and Lanier. Are
Coe's arguments necessarily better or
more fundamental? Or should all four
reasons be accorded generally similar
weight as rationales?
Let's add another element to the mix at

this points a concise statement by

9
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Joseph Featherstone, a former educe-
donel journalist now teaching at the Har-
vard Graduate School of Education:

One reason to talk about the arts in the
schools is that everythingthing we know about
human natureand in particular the nature
of childrenpoints to the centrality of expres-
siveness. The arts are the language of human
experience."

So; if you believe with Featherstone
that communkation is central to human
experience, you must incorporate that
as another important educational contri-
bution of the arts. E. precisely how
essential is it? Can the arts teach com-
munication skills entirely on their own?
Can they do so more effectively than
other methods? And can they teackall
forms of communication or only some
forms?
Thus far, the reasons advanced as to

why the arts are fundamental to educa-
tion directly affect educational practice in
some formenculturation, basic
such as math and readinVcreativity,
expressiveness, communication, and



N
aesthetic literacy. What about reasons
that affect the schools implicitly as the
bnly institution responsible for ensuring

*That the chronicle ot human aspirations
is transmitted to new generations' Con-
sider the broader societal and spiritual
rationales expressed by the distinguished ,

English art historian. critic, and poet.
the late Sir Herbert Read:

... art *deeply involved in the actual proc-
eRerception, thought an bodily ac-
no)i. It is not so much a governing principle
to be applied to life as it is a governing

-mechanism which canbe ignored at our
peril without this mechanism, civilization
loses its balance and topples over into social
and spiritual chaos."

In somewhat the same vein is this
eloquent statement by the American

. novelist Katherine Anne Porter:

In the face of such shape and weight of
present misfortune. the voice of the individual
artist may seem of no more consequence
than the whirring of a cricket in the grass,
but the arts live continuously, and they live
literally by faith. their nature and their shapes
and their uses survive unchanged in all

matters through times of intfrruption.

%that, then, can such a teacher do to en
hance students' opportunities to achieve
aesthetic literacy' 1115 Important, first of
all. to realize that the domain of the aesthet-
ic is more tar-reaching than the world in
which works of art exist. Evert one has
some memory of sunsets. moontlecked

,woods, snowy streets. children's hands. An
awareness of certain aesthetic concepts (dis-
tancing, let us say. shape. timbre, form}
may move an individual teacher to uncou-
ple certain phenomena trom the context of
ordinariness and to perceive them aesthete-
callyi a black tree shape on a winter day; the
texture of a flower petal. the wind moving
the leaves.

thnine Grow"
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diminishment, neglect. They e got ern-
ments and creeds and societies. even the
very ci,dizations that produced them They
cannot be destroyed altogether because trlev
represent the substance of faith and the only
reality They are what we tend again when
the ruins are cleared away.i*

It %% mild be difficult to come upon a
more poetic yet reasoned credo for the
centrality of the arts to human existence.
Bt t does it follow, therefore. that the
schools are the proper place to nurture
"the yoke of the individual artist'" if
so. how much of that specialized responsi-
bility should school systems shoulder'
Itgould certainly resolve a great many

pedagogical difficulties if arts educators
could hone their various educational
purposes to a single reason, such as that
proposed by Professors Lanier and
Barzun. It seems most unlikely, how-
ever, that such a drastic refinement of
purposes would produce a single. fun-
damental rationale which everyone
could accept.

A1977 report of the National Art Edu-
cation Association (NAEAL in fact. suc-

let's pr teed to ti e task at ha.id retin-
ing the rationales advanced and identity-
mg which. any, aspects of tho.arts.are-
fundamental to education.
Our resulting rationales %% Ili be catego-

rized roughly in three clusters of ideas.
The first cluster w iii encompass aspects-
ot the arts that seem absolatelt indis-
pensable to education. egardless ot the
circumstances in which inch% 'dual
schools or shelenti find themsel% es
The second cluster tt ill intuit e uses of
the arts to help meet ether academic
goals ur nurture social and personal
growth.,The degree at importance ot
such uses of the arts may not necessarily
reach the indispensable level How ever.
they clearly have extraordinary educes
honal value for those schools with a
strong commitment to quality educition.
The third cluster will include an educa-
tional role for the arts which mat be of
fundamental tmportance to some groups
of people. or whichlgray address the
crucial but highly specialized needs of
Niue students. This final cluster. there-
fore, would not meet a strict "indispens-
able" test for education as a whole.

0

cinctly and cons ini.ing,I% states the case
for a multipurpose approach.

in a pluralistic society it is appropriate
that the galls we stri% e to achieve. the con-
tent we teach. and the methods we use will
tan with the contextual setting of the scho.
and the unique needs of the children to be
ser.ed in that en% ironment.

The NAEA. theretoie. acknowledges that
there are a variety of appropriate rationales
wh..:h may by:equally. viable as conceptual
bases for teaching anktlearrung in art w [Our
a given school context.1'

Although the visual arts are the topic
here, the idea can obviously be extendect
to encompass otherart forms. Each
art form demands tts own unique set of
educational rationales, which, in turn,
will vary according to the learning cir-
cumstances.

Making the case

Thus far. we have examined some fun-
damental goals and components of edu
cation, together with some recsons for
the centrality of arts to educat on. Now

C'etteiopig. acs/hetit Mow/ alai creativity

in the reasons falling roughly in this this
ter we find the most straightforward fus
itications for arts in education. Nothing.
else in formal schooling seems capable
ot teaching students about this crucial
aspect of human experience Only by
learning in and about the arts can
students acquit e a basis tor the develop
meet and refinement of aesthetic
preterences, and to making valid aes-
thetic judgments about theft environ-
ment and the individual t,vorks 01 art
within it
The arts are crucial because they help.

as nothing else does, to sharpen the
ability to use to the tullest one's percep-
tual equipment. both sensory and cog-
nitive. Moreover. through direct expel
riences not encountered elsewhere in
schooling, the arts enlarge and enrich
the learner's basic knowledge of humat
endeavor. Through such experiences,
the student comes tace to tace with the
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di ftering ways human beings hat e pe r-
cei% ed the world around them. and +% ith
the difterent modes Itaey hate tound to
eit press-those feelings and perceptions

Perhaps Harry Bawdy. professorernen-
tus al; the University of IihrIPIS, says
it best

Aestbeheexpenence.is basic because it is a
primary form ot experience on kk luch ail
cognition, judgment, and aktion tivi.Nend It
US the fundamental and d.stinctive potter of
muse making by the imagination (ik
furnishes the raw materials for concepts,
and ideals, for ceatings world of.posbibilitv

. tike imagmationj is the matrix and rrieti-
vatorof all that is characteristically human
Dampen image making and image percei-
ing, and creativity is diminished and intelli-
gence itselt is deflated This is as true in -

ivervday knowing, thinking. teehng. and
Choosing as it is in the highest reaches ot
science and art .

Historically, if not theologically, Broudv
points out, "b the beginning was the
image, not the word; the forms of feel-
ing, not the forms of thought." He be-
lieves thaeducation's failure to realize

how much ot thought and action is
guided ht images is respottsible tor kk hat
he calls

the grand misunderstanding: namely.
that image making and image perceik me, ca n
be lett to dekelop without tuition. and that
formal instruction is lo be concentrated on
the skills of cognition and problem solving
It is this relation between the imaginatio-
and the other functions of mind thaegrounkis
the claims of arts education.-

Beyond all_this, of course, involvement
in the arts offers the student a wide
array of opportunities for -creative
work," activities that help develop the
willingness to experience, and the ability
to enpy,, the act of creation British
educators have.for some years placed
high value on this aspect of experiences
in the arts, as Coe's earlier comment
indicates'. One of the major recommen-
dations concerning the teaching of young
children, contained in the 1967 Plowden
Report on primary schooling in Great
Britain, places "special stress on indi-
vidual discovery, on tirst-hand experi-
ence, and or. opportunities for creative
work."23
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. arts edeka ton enriches the store of im-
,y,es that mak s kom- prehension ut concepts
possible...

Harris 8rou,14:"

Wien tou understand all about the sun and
all about the atmosphere and 41 about the
rotation of the earth, tou mat' still miss the
radiance ot the sunset....

41fred orth
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Working in the arts is certainly not the
onig way that creativity can be nurtured
and developed in children, but freeing
the child to make art- to create and inter-
pret it-may be one of the more direct
and meaningtul ways open to educators
today. It would seem only expedient
that educators at teas" equalize their
options by providing arts programs thae
maximize these opportunities for stu-
dents.
As the Amerman art historianiphilos- ti

opher Susanne Langer writes:

Art that is, the generic term subsuming
painting, sculpture. architecture music.
dan:.. literature, .drama and film -mat be
defined as the practise at creating perceptible
forms expressive ot human feeling.-1

Yet, as Broudv and n-,erous other
authorities have points ut, both the
creative act and the act is mode of
expenence have a rich (give base as
well. Among the intellectual acin;ities
involved in artistic creativity are plan-
ning, sequencing, problem-solving (and
problem-raising), decision making, and,

4



perhaps most significant, coming to ?

unders.taisith4 nature aul function ot
art Avg-1°01er lurid of symbol system.
ElltotEisner, professorof educabon and
artid.Stanford University, point. gut:

If oneexamines any culture. it becomes
apparent that a variety ot symbol systems
amused within it. Although discursn e and
written lanluage art the most salient ot
these SYStaMS Lilly do not eNhaust the
'ways in which humans conceptualize and

press what they believe. value: hope tor
and fear. Dance..visual art: music. drama.-
inatherntics and physics and so forth repre
'Sent §ome ofthesymbol systems that hive
been invented by mao 'to communicate
he knows, feels, or loves

in sum, then. probably in this
broad area of aafiettc literacy and cre-
ativity that arts education can be justi- .
lied in the most fundamental ways. Arts
education must be valuedain education
first and foremost on its own varied and
intrinsic merits becauselt is in so many
way s the only ans available for teach-
ing students a ut. and involving them
in. aesthetic lit racy and creativity.

The-S5w. sure development that tomes .

`. from ls ing with materials and gradually
associating form and idea, as a farmer comes
to know his fields and animals and weath-
er is a gestalt that is too often bypassed in
this day of quick-drying, quicklearning,
instant pe itection..

Sproulm
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the Ott t fur general clittotton
tttrpn: e s

In addition to their indispensable role
as a field ot learning in their own right,
the arts have the potential tor serving a
wide range of crucial purposes in gettcrat
education.-Of these roles. their useful-
ness m helping to meet other academic
goals and in addressing the personal
and social needs of students comes clos-
est to being of fundamental importance
to education.

Cotanbtitims of therari: to other academe
goal:: are theoreti6lly without limit and
they are probably the most fully devel-
oped instrumental uses in practice as
well There are quite literaly_scores of
ways in which aspects of the arts can be
of value to both elementary clast;rocrm
teachers arid subject teachers at the sec
ondary level. Used purposefully and/ .$*
consistently (in partnership with arts -

ipecialists wherever posiible). the arts
can provide new insights into other
content areas, reinforce key ideas and

concepts, -and torge teivaiding in terd,i,-
ciplmary links with the "academic"
curriculum at all grade ley els.

This instrumental role of the uts has
been emphaSized in a number of varied
school districts aroun 1 the country which
in recent years have adopted "cornpre.
hensive arts programs" Otten referred
to as Arts in General Ed ucation (AGE)
programs, or arts in basic education
programs, many were developed along
lines piloted in a score of school districts
by the JDR 3rd Fund during the 1970's.

In a 1974 booklet written tor the Penn),
sylvania Department of Education an
early advocate of the AGE concept),
Journalist and consultant in the arts
Charles Fowler describes some of the
key elements ot s.pproach.

Properly concew:d, the Ins constitute a
great integrating tome in the school curricu-
lum (because) their subject matter is as broad
as life itself All the maiGrsubiectmatter
disciplines have aesthetic components that
can provide bases tor incorporation ot the
arts . The idea of theArts in basic educa-
tion means that the arts will be infused with
major areas of the curriculum in such a way

1 r)

The arts ink olve important processes of
thinking both similar to and different from
scientific knowing but, in no meaningful
sense, 'less than' the later.
"rant. 5. Icessee'

What we need to rerrrnber ishat helping
children learn to grow through art it a
process which takes time, depth of involve
meat, and that by its verb nature is open-
ended in regard to epectations.

Io Ahteleerls'

1

,thit the mutuail nourish one another
to the heneut of, all students. In other + ords
the arts might to ycr.11...itc the subject matter
of the schooli

The areas ot social studies and the
linguage arts are perhaps the most obvi
ous fields to s. iiich direct supporting

o Contributions can be obtaineti trom the
arts. Since most art.torms deal inagini-
tively with the human experience. they
provide the curriculum's widest range
ot "raw note:Ws" on which the studen
,Can draw to enlarge his or her own
understanding ot whaut is to be human
In addition; the arts are powertul trans;
trotters ot a people's cultural arid racial.

'heritage. and serve as eloquent in-
struments for documenting aspects of
history.
At the same tune,,support is growing

for the theory that the arts can play an
enlarged instrumental role in children's
development ot the erbal and compu-
tational skills requisite to tunction effec-
tively in school and throughout hie.



This development, now largely experi
mental and in need of further assess-

. ment and documentation, begins to take
the arts well beyond their unique expres-
sive functions as alternative modes of
communication. As several notable pilot
ventures indicate, students can and in-

°deed are "learning to read through the
arts."
Such uses of the arts to help teach

students the 3 R's or other non-arts
content do not, in and of themselves,
'fustify the arts as "indispensable" to
education. Other methods, longerestab-
fished and more readily testabie, ad-
dress the academic objectives involved.
Whether the customary teaching meth-
ods may in fact be less effective than
teaching through the arts is not really
the question. Given the national eco-
nomic climate and its implications for

.the nation's schools, it seems wishful
thinking to envision it-. the near future a
wholesale reversal of the ways the so-
called ba)ics are taught.

Every man and woman is a living universe
of experience. sight. sound, feel and thought.
The material of poetry is everywhere and in
every person.... 0.,t the poetry no more
makes itself than painting paints itself. To
release and expose splendors in likely and
unlikely places takes training, skill, day-
dreaming, and magical flashes of sheer luck.
Good poetry is not made as impulse or
pastime but by an honorably difficult craft
through which the apprentice, journey man,
and master can transform and display save
of the glory of the world.

Richmond Lattimore. poet"

kyr

... being able to translate ideas and feelings
into symbolic forms requires both emotion-
al and intellectual discipline.

Geraldine Dimondstein"
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Advocates should therefore avoid mak-
ing broad claims about the indispens-
able (and perhaps even the fundamental}
role of the arts tor, clieuzi education
purposes. A more kalistic approach
would view the arts as highly effective
supplementary yelviees. a potentially
powerful option, for helping students
master standard curriculum components.
On the other hand. the arts stand virtu-

ally alone among the disciplines in their
capacity to serve in such an instrumen-
tal fashion. Each of the art forms can be
used in a variety of pedagogical ways to
help motivate and teach students across
a broad range of non-arts content areas.
This factor lends a formidable utility to
what is already a crucial aspect of learn-
ing in its own tight. No other el flient in
the curriculum appears ttrhoki-such
potential for extra service that enriches
the entire learning process.

Contributions of the arts to personal and
social growth arealso unlimited in their
potential. So far, however, their capacity
for meeting these urgent student needs
has not been explored or pursued by

the schools as purposefull as their
capacit for contributing to academic
goals.
Yet, we are dealing here with a mSionty

of the 12 goals that Gov ...d and his
colleagues tound most Americans want
students to acquire during their school-
ing: enculturation, sound interpersonal
relltions, autonomy, self-concept, emo-
tional well-being, ethical character, and
self- realization. They are the "human
purposes of school," which educator
Terry Borton, in his book, Reach. Touch
and reach. asserts are included in state-
Ants of educational objectives "only
for show (because' everyone knows how
little schools have one about them. ""'
Borton is not alone in noting this curi-

ous and long-standing neglect. J Rich-
ard Suchman, a former staff member of
the U.S. Office of Education (now the
U.S. Department of Education' and the
Portola Institute, a California-based edu-
cational research group, says:

it is significant that in the schools we have
less high regard for "soft" talentsensitiv
ity. openness, and flexibility talent, the stuff

13
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of which communication. human relations.
and personal grin. th are made. A child whc
is able to "tune in' to other people, to open
Waist if and communicate readily with others
who can without strain revise his knowl-
edge and beliefs as new sources of informa-
tion and ideas and values Inzome available.
is richly endowed. He has great potential fo
social and intellectual growth.m

The arts, virtually alone among the
disciplines, can nurture this kind of
"soft" talent in students. The arts speak
to the learner's 'affective needs and help
students deal in healthy ways with their
emotions. Because they often place the
student "at risk," the arts encourage an
adventurousness of spirit, a willingness
to strike out in new..directions and take
greater responsibility for individual ac-
tions and decisions. Involvement in the
arts, due in part to their strong cogni-
tive base, helps to develop flexible, inde
penc4nt, and criticalthinkitig processes
and fosters a tolerance for ambiguity.
Finally, the development of a positive

self-image, including pride in one's cul-
tural or racial heritage, can be a princi-
pal outcome of arts experiences. Work,.

7



play and study in the arts which con-
centrate on elements of the student's
cultural or racial heritage have two cen-
tral tunctions here One function in-
volves developing in the student an
awareness of the artistic richness of that
heritage, as expressed in works that the
culture has produced The other func-
tion involves providing opportunities
for students to draw on that historic
past for inspnation, images, and ideas
in their own creative work.
In.these ways the arts can speak directly

to the crucial "human purposes" of
schooling and help meet important as-
pects of each student's personal and
social needs. They can do so, moreover,
through approaches provided by little
else in the typical school programex-
cept perhaps by-those gifted master
ducators whose teaching styles have
en crafted in humanistic modes regard-

ess ot their arts background or training.
In the last analysis, the degree of im-
ortance an individual places on this

Neglect of the arts in the school curriculum
becomes an unrealized form of experience
for all students. In this respect, our limited
conception of talent or giftedness or intelli-
gence supports, in practice, a form of cogni-
tive deprivation. Because we have drawn
our circle too small we have deprived a
great many children of the opportunity to
cultivate their intellectual potential.
Elliot Eisner '`

While standardized tests may have valid
use in cognitive areas, the price paid in
other important areas is simply too high to
justify the uses currently being made of
them.

Sim Stickler k
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particular function of the arts in educa-
tion will depend on the degree ot un-
portance placed on these personal and
social characterib;:cs in the mature
human being. If such characteristics are
deemed of fundamental importance, to
individual happiness and social equit, .
then the arts in education become abso-
lutely essential.

Using the arts for specialized eclucatioit
purposes

Clearly, we have not exhausted the ways
in which important educational obtectives
can be achieved by a strong school
arts program. There are a number of
equally crucial but more specialized edu-
cational concerns which educators are
finding can be successfully addressed
by such programs or by employing spe-
cial teaching techniques and approaches
based in the arts. Let's look now at a few
additional contributions arts programs
can make to education:

CreirciTz a mace holthu ::chool climate by
helping to reduce vandalisrn.mcrease
attendance, make the school moreattrac-
tive vtsually, and develop a warmer and
more humane school environment. These
concerns are ot enormous importance to
teachers and administrators, in urban
settings especially. and are otters cited
as positive outcomes ot a strong school
arts program.

Contributmg to spectal education by help-
ing to meet the needs 01 physically and
mentally handicapped students and
those wno are learning disabled.

Contrzbutin$ to proxrams tor the aeadeun-
oily atutartistrcallu gittg.'ci and trtlented by
:dentifytng and nurturing such students.
thereby expanding their current bon-
zoos and ultimate career and vocational
options.

Contrtbstling to biltugurd educaton by em-
ploying arts-related teaching techniques
in programs designed to meet the needs
of students to whom English is a second
language

I

Week by week, over the course of a year. all
of us, using all sorts ot art forms, ,lowly
built an eni-hanteu forest... that would till
the empty classroom next door. The im-
portant ingred,ent was that children and
adults conceived aroi executed the torest
together. It was as if we had brought into
the life of the school an image of such
vibrancy that no one... could resist inter-
preting it artistically.

Richard Lewis. Dirtv:dr Touctiaone Center +or
Children Neu. York. \Ale York LI
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Obviously, none of these iustifications
for school arts programs can be claimed
indispensable to education as a whole.
Most are reasons of great potential im-
portance in certain learning situations
to some students whose educational
needs are highly specialized However,
in recent years educators have found
that the benefits are very real indeed
when school arts programs are extend-
ed to meet the needs of such special
student populations.

Some conclusions

We conclude by suggesting that arts
education advocates avoid the tendency
to view our categories and distinctions
as mutually exclesive domains within
the curncuium or the school program as
a whole, It is important to recognize
that several purposes often can be
served by the same arts experience. Aes-
thetic literacy, for example, can be ad-
vanced when dramatic improvisation is
used primarily to illuminate a social
studies lesson on the First Amendment.
Converse'', affective growth and devel:
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oprrmnt can be an outcome when stu-
dents in an English literature class are
engaged in giving coherent dramatic
form to an improvisational exercise In
effect, at least three quite different edii
cational objectives are being addressed
here through the use of dramatic im-
provisation. The fact that only one, or
perhaps two, of these purposes may be
spelled out in terms of behavioral objec-
tives does not mean that cognitive de-
velopment, personal growth, or new
understanding does not occur,
Nor is it wise, or even possible, to

specify behavioral objectives in ever
greater detail to justify what, in the end,
seem to emerge as our most important
educational goals and purposes. "Rath-
er than reducing such goals to hundreds
and thousands of specific behaviors,"
says Good lad, "we should seek to un-
derstand Unir meaning for substance
and processin effect, to determine
whether they might be advanced through
educating" more effechvely than through
any other means.
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